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If you can kill extra pumpkins, it will also count Be the best at exploding Pumpkins!Key Features:15 Levels to Play!Lots of enemies and traps.. Note from the Developer: I have done all the graphics, pixel artwork, level design, programming myself except for the music.

This is like an early-2000s freeware game If you were on the Clickteam\/Gamemaker scene at the ime, you've seen many games like this, and better than this, for free.. So, the Leader of all the pumpkins commanded all of them to attack the human race with an ambition to rule over the world.

The engine isn't great and can be a bit buggy, and every time a punpkin touches, you, it's an insta-kill.. This really isn't a very good game Each level (except for a couple of boss levels) is just killing a certain number of pumkins (which keep spawning until you reach your quota) and then rushing to the exit.. Not super bad or unplayable, just amateur and too generic The sort of game programmers make to get experience and hone their skills.. The first level is impassable because the enemies don't spawn fast enough I can't imagine the rest of the game will work as it should.

This is like an early-2000s freeware game If you were on the Clickteam\/Gamemaker scene at the ime, you've seen many games like this, and better than this, for free.. There story is barely there There are a few different types of pumpkin footsoldiers and only two weapons.. Don't bother This game should run fine on a potato, but manages to not work properly on my 6-month-old gaming rig.

Do you love smashing pumpkins? This is the game for you!Pumpkins have turned into Zombies and started eating on the human beings to avenge the death of their Pumpkin Brothers.. ly/2SKmUfIMirror >>> http://bit ly/2SKmUfIAbout This GameSmash Halloween Pumpkins: The Challenge is a 2D Old School Action Platformer in which the mission of the player is to smash as many pumpkins as possible within a limited time period.. There story is barely there There are a few different types of pumpkin footsoldiers and only two weapons.. But one man stands against the Pumpkins to eliminate all of them in a Stormy Halloween Night.. Will he be able to accomplish his mission?You need to eliminate a certain number of Pumpkins within a limited time period and unlock the door to go to the next level.. I believe this will be the second game I've refunded Its an ok little side scrolling shooter
thingy, its ok but the game gets super slow whenever you try to jump or are just in the air in general which ruins it, its also dumb that you have a health bar since only projectiles damage you, just touching any enemy kills you instantly, would also be useful if there was a crouch but whatever, for what it is its worth a try. d70b09c2d4 
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